How to make your own professional
How to make your own professional rolled edge
rolled edge lampshade
Lampshade
Decorate a lampshade using your own choice of fabric by following the instructions below.

1. Place your covering over the self
adhesive lampshade panel and
cut down to a workable size, your
covering needs to be bigger than the
lampshade panel.

from material, lay out COVERING FACE
DOWN on work surface, place the
self adhesive lampshade panel on
top for position.

3. Once you are happy with the
positioning mark the fabric.

4. Peel back around 10cm of the
release paper, and fold.

5. Place the lampshade panel over
your covering ADHESIVE SIDE DOWN
and align.

7. When happy with placement,
remove rest of release paper, placing
hand under panel.

7a. Pull exposed release paper,
smoothing from the middle out.
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8. Place the panel face down and cut

9. Snap back the edges around the
panel until the PVC breaks.

10. Remove the PVC to leave the
covering.

knife along the edges of the panel.

down and smooth out.

If your covering is directional, you will need to think about which lampshade ring goes to the top or
bottom, depending on the application Table lamp or Pendant shade. The lamp holder ring needs to be
inserted to sit within the lampshade not extending out.

11. Your lampshade panel should now
look like this, ready for lampshade
assembly.

12. Put a strip of self adhesive tape on
the right edge of the panel. This will
be used for sticking the seam

13. Stick self adhesive tape to outside
of lampshade rings, cover edge the
whole way round. Keep tape in centre
applying evenly then press around the
wire.

14. Remove release paper from tape.
Once removed put ring down on work
surface with the lamp holder down,
otherwise the ring will stick to the
table.

15. Remove the release paper from
the second ring and place down on
the edge of the panel.

16. Pick up the other ring, place on
the opposite edge, and roll both rings
around the panel keeping the wire in
line to the PVC edge.

17. When you get to the overlap,
remove the release paper from the
seam and press both panels together.

18. Fold over the surplus covering all
the way round so that it covers the
inside of the lampshade ring.

19. Using the serrated edge of the tool
provided, carefully push the surplus
covering behind the ring. Continue
around the lampshade, use tool points
to tuck material behind the ring.

20. Use the smooth side of the tool to

21. You will now have a professionally

tool behind the ring and run it round
the whole of the lampshade.

rolled edge lampshade.

NOTE: Example above is a drum lampshade, use these instructions for all shapes.

Example above is 20cm Square Lampsshade Making Kit

